March 2019 PAC Meeting Minutes
Meeting started: 2:39 pm
Members present: Yvonne Logan, Adina Clements, Rebecca Budac, Jodi Boland, Megan Jackson, Shelly
Cull, Jill Pruner, Lisa Colebank
Minutes were distributed, no errors or omissions reported. Accepted by Megan, 2nd by Jill.
Treasurer’s Report: see attached. Accepted as read by Jodi, 2nd by Lisa
Principal’s Report: see attached.

Old Business
Spaghetti Dinner was a success although the exact line-up with Valentine’s Day may have contributed to
lower attendance. Thank you to all who volunteered and made this event successful!
Ralph Breaks the Internet was our most successful movie night of the year! It will be the last one for the
year due to all the various other activities taking place.
DPAC is being hosted in Falkland in May and they are looking for someone to fill their treasurer position
for next year.
AED machines, thank you to all who contacted the trustee. All schools will receive AED within the next 3
years. Schools furthest from medical care will receive priority.
Cookbook is going well. We are still accepting recipes. A request for student’s artwork has been sent out
and nine winners will be chosen (one per grade) to decorate the cookbooks.
Pac positions will need filling next year! Jodi is unable to continue hot lunch program and we will need
someone to take over this position or it will be eliminated and the kids will lose out on it.

New Business:
Numeracy Night: The PAC will be providing dinner for the families attending numeracy night April 16th.
Chili and pulled pork will be the entrée choices. Jodi will be preparing this and will need a couple
volunteers. Dinner expenses will be covered up to $300, motioned by Megan, 2nd by Lisa, all in favor.
Community Pitch in day is coming! It will take place during the week of April 22-29th community wide.
Exact date will be posted around town and on fb closer to the date. Maps will be printed off for planning
routes and supplies will be gathered by Rebecca.
Grants: Jill will be applying for the Canada Post grant and we have found a few other grants available for
us to apply for. If you hear of any additional grants please let someone on the PAC know.
Tubing: As a HUGE BONUS the PAC accepted e-transfers on behalf of the school for the tubing fees. This
was extremely convenient and HUGELY appreciated!
Carnival update: Bouncy castle is booked. Raffle licenses being applied for by Jill Pruner. Motion to cover
costs of raffle licenses made by Rebecca, 2nd by Jill and all in favor. Cindy Van Hoof will run the cakewalk.
3 floats will be required to run tickets, bake sale and raffle/chicken poop bingo. Motion made to spend

up to $600 in prizes/supplies/decorations for the carnival by Jill, 2nd by Megan. All in favor. Rebecca will
organise the fishing booth and signage for the event to be re-usable in future carnivals.
Meeting concluded 4:03pm

